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Preface

Dynamic generation of hypertext and its adaptation and personalization to particular users is a 
powerful and useful concept. It is particularly helpful for the reduction of the information overload 
such as is frequently experienced on the Internet. But it is equally helpful for guiding users towards 
“interesting” topics, products, artifacts or descriptions thereof in electronic shops, libraries or 
museums, or for filtering appropriate items from a general or domain-specific news feed. 

Reference models and generic architectures unify a community and provide a leading generic 
model and/or architecture that spawns research activities in many directions. Examples of such generic 
models are AHAM for adaptive hypermedia and FOHM for open hypermedia. A nice example of a 
resulting generic implementation is the AHA! system that was last described in ACM Hypertext'06. 

The research fields of hypertext and adaptive hypermedia (or adaptive web-based information 
systems) however, have been growing rapidly during the past ten years and this has resulted in a 
plethora of new terms, concepts, models and prototype systems. As a result the established models no 
longer include many of the recent new concepts and phenomena. In particular, open corpus adaptation, 
ontologies, group adaptation, social network analysis and data mining tools for adaptation are not or at 
least insufficiently supported. 

The DAH'09 workshop1 organized in conjunction with the 20th ACM International Conference 
on Hypertext and Hypermedia and held on June 29, 2009, in Turin, Italy. The workshop provides a 
focused international forum for researchers to discuss new developments in generic methods and 
technologies for dynamic and adaptive hypertext. Topics discussed during the workshop include: 
adaptation and personalization including such issues as open-corpus adaptation, group adaptation, 
higher order adaptation, and sharing of user models; adaptive and dynamic hypertext authoring (e.g. 
authoring conceptual adaptation models); service-oriented approaches for adaptation; use of data 
mining for user and domain modeling, and automatic generation of adaptation rules. 

These proceedings include six accepted contributions to the workshop. We would like to thank 
the authors for their interest in the workshop and for submitting their contributions. Special thanks to 
the PC Members for their help in reviewing the submitted papers.  

The first paper by Levacher et al. “A Framework for Content Preparation to Support Open-
Corpus Adaptive Hypermedia” proposes a novel framework for open-corpus content preparation that 
allows processing documents existing in open and closed corpora and producing coherent conceptual 
sections of text with associated descriptive metadata. This work is important for enabling the 
mainstream adoption of AHS in web applications, which is impossible without enabling the 
repurposing existing content. The authors adopt state-of-the-art information extraction and structural 
content analysis techniques for an on-demand provision of tailored, atomic information objects. 

Next contribution by van der Slijs et al. “GAL: A Generic Adaptation Language for describing 
Adaptive Hypermedia” argues that despite a large variety of personalization and adaptation features 
that different emerging Web applications offer, it is possible to distinguish a central and unifying 
objective of adaptive engines that facilitates these various features, that is, to create an adaptive 
navigation structure. The authors present Generic Adaptation Language (GAL) that specifies the 
engine independent basic adaptive navigation structure that allows using any authoring environment in 
combination with any adaptive engine as long as there is a corresponding GAL compiler. 

The following two papers present the service-based view on the development of adaptive 
hypermedia. Harrigan and Wade in “Towards a Conceptual and Service-Based Adaptation Model” 
consider the limitations of the current practice in adaptation modeling which assume that concepts and 
relationships between concepts are the fundamental building blocks of any adaptive content and 
introduce a representation of a conceptual and service-based adaptation model. With their approach 

������������������������������������������������������������
1�The scientific programme overview, and other workshop-related information as well as the link to the online 
proceedings can be found at http://www.win.tue.nl/~mpechen/conf/dah09/.�
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having additional expressive power it would be possible to facilitate activity-based and process-
oriented adaptive applications, including the adaptation of the process itself.  

Koidl et al. in “Non-Invasive Adaptation Service for Web-based Content Management Systems” 
consider the architectural and technical issues related to provision of third party adaptive services 
pluggable into existing web-based content management systems (WCMS) like Wiki. The authors 
introduce a third party Adaptive Service that also contributes to mainstreaming the adoption of AHS. 
This work introduces a principled way of embedding adaptive technologies within existing WCMS 
allowing to reduce or avoid the expense of re-engineering such systems. 

The paper by Hargood et al. “Investigating a thematic approach to narrative generation” considers 
the potential, the challenges and open issues in integrating themes in narrative generation systems that 
attempt to generate content within a narrative or story framework.  

Knutov et al. in “Versioning in Adaptive Hypermedia” present an approach that reuses the key 
concepts and ideas behind versioning and applies them to the adaptive hypermedia field. The authors 
illustrate with a couple of intuitive examples how such an approach helps to facilitate authoring, 
managing, storing, maintenance, logging and analysis of behaviour because of providing more 
flexibility and maintainability of the systems. Particular, versioning helps to create, maintain and re-
use concurrent versions of an application or a model or a particular property and value, saving 
authoring effort and that is not less important facilitating provenance analysis. 

Eindhoven 
June 2009 

Paul De Bra 
Mykola Pechenizkiy
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Abstract. Nowadays, Web applications have become more sophisticated and 
interactive, and many of them also offer personalization and adaptation as their 
features. The mechanisms for these features are typically built on top of specific 
adaptive engine that has its own engine-specific adaptation language that can be 
very different from other engines. However, our observation leads to the fact 
that the main objective of these adaptive engines is the same, that is, to create 
adaptive navigation structure. In this paper, we present GAL (Generic
Adaptation Language) that specifies the basic adaptive navigation structure in 
an engine independent way. Since GAL is generic, it can be compiled to 
difference specific adaptive engine and be used in combination with different 
authoring environments. 

Keywords: GAL, generic adaptation language, navigation specification  

1. Introduction 

With the evolution of the Web, Web applications have grown more complex, 
interactive and more and more they try to adapt to the user. Personalization and 
adaptation are important features on the Web, as the Web allows a large and diverse 
public with diverse goals and demands to use the same Web applications. 
Personalization and adaptation are needed to help tailoring suboptimal one-size-fits-
all solutions to an experience that fits a certain user in a certain context. 

Adaptivity and personalization are complex mechanisms to build from scratch. 
Therefore, past research resulted in a number of adaptive engines and frameworks that 
simplify the creation of adaptive applications, like [1,2,3,4]. Also several authoring 
environments have been built that target the simplification of the creation of adaptive 
applications. If in the educational domain, for instance, a teacher should be able to 
create an adaptive course in such an adaptive engine, the authoring environment 
should allow such a lay user (in terms of adaptive systems) to easily create an 
adaptive application. Authoring environments also allow having different perspectives 
on adaptive applications, e.g. consider workflow or goal-oriented views. 
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A complicating factor however is that authoring environments are typically built 
on top of a specific adaptive engine, i.e. using a specific authoring environment 
restricts the specific adaptive engine that you may use and choosing a specific 
adaptive engine restricts the authoring environment that you can use. Moreover, we 
found that the different engines (even different versions of the same engines) typically 
have very different and sometimes complex engine specific languages that you need 
to use for specifying an adaptive application. However, even though the different 
adaptive engines have different functionalities and different strengths and 
weaknesses, in the end the core of these engines achieve the same thing: they create 
an adaptive navigation structure.  

In this paper we present the Generic Adaptation Language (GAL). GAL is a 
language that allows expressing adaptive navigable Web applications over a given 
dataset. It is engine independent as it captures the basic adaptive navigation structure 
that is used by all (more specific) adaptive engines. This structure refers to the 
underlying dataset via queries. GAL is based on our previous experience with 
building Web applications in Hera [4]. However instead of specifying the whole 
applications design (domain, navigation, presentation), in GAL we focus on the 
adaptive navigation.  

The primitives of the GAL language should are chosen such that they support the 
basic types of adaptation as specified in the field of adaptive hypermedia [5]. To show 
that GAL is generic we will build compilers that allow compiling GAL to several 
specific adaptive engines. This allows a new authoring environment to author 
applications for all those engines by just providing support for the GAL language as 
an output format. Similarly compilers will be built  from several existing authoring 
environments to GAL, which allows a new adaptive engine to use existing authoring 
environments by adding support for the GAL language. 

Our claim is that by using this GAL language we are able to use any authoring 
environment in combination with any adaptive engine (for which we write a 
compiler). GAL adds the additional benefit of having the code in one place in an 
orderly way with a simple easy to understand syntax in semantics. We will give well 
defined semantics, which adds additional benefits like adding model checking 
functionality at the GAL level, so that a GAL engine can abstract away some of the 
tasks of the adaptive engine. 

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we first discuss 
some related work. After that, we present the formal syntax and an informal semantics 
of GAL with a running example that presents an adaptive application about the Milky 
Way. In Section 3 we describe the basic concepts of GAL and how it models the 
navigational structure of a web site. In Section 4 we describe the global structure and 
semantics of a GAL program. In Section 5 we explain how in GAL the components of 
pages are defined. In Section 6 we describe the navigation semantics of GAL 
programs, i.e., what operations are executed in which order when a user navigates 
through the defined web application, and what are the pages presented to the user. 
Finally in Section 7 we present our conclusions and discuss future work. 
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2   Related Work 

Since more than a decade ago, the Web Engineering community has proposed 
numerous web engineering methods (e.g. Hera [4], OOHDM [6], WebML [7], and 
UWE [8]) for covering complete web application development cycle. These methods 
try to separate Web application into three main design concerns: data design, 
application design, and presentation design. Some of these methods offer techniques 
for adaptation. In [4], an adaptive Web information system called Hera is presented. 
Hera focuses on adaptation in the navigational design. RDF is used for expressing the 
domain and context data, and the adaptive navigation. In addition, Hera also provides 
facility to use RDF query expressions in the definition of application model. This 
allows a more fine-grained specification of adaptation and context-dependency. 
OOHDM [6] supports adaptation by specifying conditions on navigation concepts and 
relationships in the navigation class model. These conditions determine the visibility 
of content and links. In WebML [7], navigational adaptation conditions are specified 
in a profile as queries. The Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules are also applied in 
WebML in order to attain context-awareness. UWE [8] is an UML-based web 
engineering approach that uses OCL constraints on the conceptual model to specify 
adaptation conditions. The aspect-orientation is also applied to UWE in order to 
specify several types of adaptive navigation, namely, adaptive link hiding, adaptive 
link annotation, and adaptive link generation.  

In the field of adaptive hypermedia adaptive engines are built that serve 
applications which are personalized for their users (which is a characteristic that they 
share with for example Hera). Some well known adaptive hypermedia systems 
include AHA! [2], InterBook [3], and APeLs [1]). AHA! is an Open Source adaptive 
hypermedia system mainly used in education domain. It supports adaptation in a 
number of different ways, namely: adaptive guiding, link annotation, link hiding, and 
adaptive presentation support, by using conditional fragments and objects. Interbook 
provides an environment for authoring and serving adaptive online textbooks. It 
supports adaptive navigation that guides the users in their hyperspace exploration. 
The guidance is visualized by using annotations (e.g. icons, fonts, and colors). 
Adaptive Personalized eLearning Service (APeLS) is a multi-model, metadata drive 
adaptive hypermedia system that separates the narrative, content, and learner into 
different models. The adaptive engine in APeLS is a rule-based engine that produces 
a model for personalized courses based on a narrative and the learner model.  

The researchers in adaptive hypermedia also propose several formal models for 
adaptive hypermedia applications, e.g. AHAM [9], The Munich Reference Model 
[10], and XAHM [11]. AHAM and The Munich Reference Model extend the 
DEXTER model [12] by separating the storage layer further. In AHAM, this layer is 
separated into domain model, user model, and adaptation model. The Munich 
Reference Model divides this layer into domain meta-model, user meta-model, and 
adaptation meta-model. While AHAM follows a more database point of view, the 
Munich Reference Model uses an object-oriented specification written in the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML). The adaptation is performed using a set of adaptation 
rules. These models support the content-adaptation and the link-adaptation (or 
navigation adaptation). Cannataro et al. proposed an XML-based adaptive hypermedia 
model called XAHM [9].  The adaptation process in XAHM is based on three 
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adaptivity dimensions that form adaptation space, namely, user’s behavior (e.g. 
preferences and browsing activity), technology (e.g. network bandwidth and user’s 
terminal), and external environment (e.g. location, time, and language). The 
adaptation process is to find the position of the user in the adaptation space. The 
user’s behavior and external environment dimensions determine the adaptation of 
page content and links. The technology dimension is used in adapting the presentation 
layout. 

The above state-of-the-arts approaches are different from GAL in the following 
ways. Unlike these approaches, GAL is not intended to be another system, method, or 
model for designing adaptive applications. Instead, GAL focuses on abstracting from 
a specific adaptive engine configuration by generically specifying basic navigation 
adaptation in an engine independent way. That is, GAL can be compiled into specific 
adaptation engines and used by these engines. Note that GAL does not focus on 
typical presentation aspects like text color, font face, and how pages should be 
rendered to be presentable on a specific device. These aspects are typically very 
engine specific, and therefore hardly describable in a generic way. Moreover, GAL on 
purpose separates these concerns and thus limits the number of language constructs in 
order to get a clean and simple core language. 

3   The Basic Concepts of GAL 

The purpose of GAL is to describe the navigational structure of a web application and 
how this adapts itself to the actions of the users. The central concept is that of unit 
which is an abstract representation of a page as it is shown to a certain user after a 
certain request. Basically it is a hierarchical structure that contains the content and 
links that are to be shown, and also updates that are to be executed when the user 
performs certain actions such as requesting the page or leaving the page. All data 
from which these units are generated is assumed to be accessible via a single RDF 
query endpoint, and the updates are also applied via this endpoint. In the examples in 
this paper we will use the SPARQL1 query language for referring to and updating 
data. 

The set U of units contains unordered units and ordered units. These differ in that 
the first represents a unit with unordered content, i.e., a bag or multi-set, and the 
second has ordered content, i.e., a list. Unordered units are denoted formally as uu(C, 
h) where C � B(E) describes the content as a bag of content elements (in the set E, to 
be defined later) and the relation h � ET � UQ defines the event handlers by 
associating event types in the set ET with update queries in the set UQ. Here we will 
assume that ET = {gal:onAccess, gal:onExit} and UQ describes some set of update 
queries over RDF stores. Ordered units are denoted as ou(C, h) where C � L(E) 
describes the content as a list of content elements and the relation h is as for 
unordered units. 

The set E of content elements contains (1) attributes representing presentable 
content such as text, (2) unit container representing a single nested unit, (3) unit sets 

                                                           
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 
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representing a nested set of units of the same type, (4) unit lists representing a nested 
list of units and (5) links representing navigation links. We denote attributes as at(n, l, 
v) with a name n � EN � {�} representing the name of the attribute, a label l  �  EL 
� {�} representing a printable label for the attribute and a value v � V representing 
the value contained in the attribute. Here EN denotes the set of content element names 
here assumed to be all URIs minus the special constants gal:_top, gal:_self and 
gal:_parent, � a special constant not in EN � EL denoting the absence of a name, EL 
is the set of content element labels here assumed to be the set of RDF literals and V 
the set of basic values, i.e., URIs and RDF literals. Unit containers are denoted as 
uc(n, l, u) with a name n � EN � {�}, a label l  �  EL � {�} and a unit u � U. The 
unit label l represents a presentable label and we assume UL is the set of RDF literals. 
The name n is used to refer in other parts of the unit to the position of this unit 
container. We denote unit sets and unit lists as us(l, UB) and ul(l, UL) with a label l � 
EL � {�} and as content a bag of units UB � B(U) or a list of units UL � L(U). 
Finally, links are denoted as ln(ut, b, q, be, t) with a unit type ut � UT that indicates 
the type of unit to which the link points, a binding b : X� V that maps variable names 
to a value and defines the static parameters of the link, a query q � LQ � {�} that 
computes dynamic parameters of the link, a binding extension function be : X � VE 
that maps variable names to value expressions to describe additional  dynamic 
parameters and a target t � EN � {“gal:_top”, “gal:_self”, “gal:_parent”} that 
indicates which unit in the current page will be replaced with the retrieved page. Here 
LQ denotes the set of queries over RDF stores that return a list of bindings, UT 
denotes the set of unit type which we assume here to be URIs, X is the set of variable 
names which we assume here all start with “$” and includes the distinguished variable 
$user and VE denotes the set of value expressions which compute a single value 
given an RDF store and whose syntax will be defined in more detail later on. The set 
of all bindings, i.e., partial functions b : X � E, is denoted B.  

Note that the above definitions of the set of proper units U and the set of content 
elements E are mutually recursive, which can be resolved by stating that we define 
them as the smallest sets that satisfy the given definitions. Note that therefore a unit is 
essentially a finite tree of content elements. 

4   The Global Structure of GAL Programs 

We proceed with giving the syntax of GAL along with an informal description of its 
semantics. The purpose of a GAL program is to describe how, given a page request in 
the form of a unit type, a user identifier and a binding that describes the parameters, 
the resulting unit is computed from the current RDF store.  The top level of the 
grammar looks as follows: 
 
<gal-expr> ::= <unit-decl>* . 
<unit-decl> ::= <unit-type>  “[” <unit-def> “]” .
 
We assume that <unit-type> refers to the set of unit type names UT, and <unit-def> 
describes the computation of a unit. For each page request the first <unit-decl> with 
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the requested unit type determines the result. The request is passed on to this <unit-
def> while removing the unit type and user identifier and extending the binding such 
that $user is bound to the user identifier. The syntax of <unit-def>: 
 
<unit-def> ::= “a” (“gal:unit” | “gal:orderedUnit”) “;”
                        ( <input-var> )* ( <attr-def> | <subunit-expr> | <set-unit-expr> | 
                        <list-unit-expr> | <link-expr> )* ( <on-event-expr> )* .
 
First the type of the resulting unit is specified, i.e., whether it is ordered or unordered, 
then the list of required parameters (excluding the implicit parameter $user) is given, 
followed by a list of content element expressions, and finally a list of event handlers 
is given. 

To illustrate the syntax we look at a use case that uses GAL to specify an adaptive 
application. We look at a learning application about the Milky Way. More 
specifically, we look at the page that specifies information about a specific planet. We 
then declare something like: 

 
:Planet_Unit [ a gal:unit; .. {content specification} .. ] 

The syntax of <input-var> and <on-event-expr> is defined as follows: 
 
<input-var> ::= “gal:hasInputVariable” “[“ “gal:varName” <var-name> “;” 
                               “gal:varType” <domain-concept> “]” “;” . 
<on-event-expr> ::= “gal:onEvent” “[” “gal:eventType” (“gal:onAccess” | “gal:onExit”) “;” 
                                    “gal:update” <update-query> “]” “;”. 
 
Here we assume that <var-name> describes the set of variables X, and <domain-
concept> describes the set of domain concepts DC and <update-query> describes the 
set of update queries UQX parameterized with variables from X. The semantics of the 
<unit-def> is that it first checks if the current binding indeed defines the required 
variables with values that belong to the specified domain concept. If this is not the 
case, then the result is undefined. Otherwise the binding is restricted to the specified 
variables plus $user and passed to the content element expressions. Depending on the 
specified unit type, we compute uu(C, h) or ou(C, h). Here C is either the 
concatenation of the lists of content elements computed by the specified content 
element expressions or the corresponding bag of content elements. For the content 
element expressions we assume that they produce either an empty or a singleton list. 
Finally, h associates event types with update queries that are obtained by taking the 
specified parameterized update query and replacing the variables with their value in 
the binding.  

For example, in the running example an input parameter of the unit will indicate 
which planet we want to show to user. For this we assume that an incoming link to the 
planet unit carries this information in the form of a variable. Therefore the following 
will be specified in the content specification: 

 gal:hasInputVariable [ 
   gal:varName "Planet"; 
   gal:varType Planet; 
 ]; 
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5   Content Element Expressions 

We proceed with the syntax of the different content element expressions, starting with 
attributes: 
 
<attr-def> ::= “gal:hasAttribute” “[“ <name-spec>? <label-spec>? “gal:value” <val-expr> “]”. 
<name-spec> ::= “gal:name” <elem-name> “;” . 
<label-spec> ::= “gal:label” <val-expr> “;” . 
 
Here <elem-name> describes the set EN of content element names defined here as the 
set of URIs not containing the special constants gal:_self, gal:_parent and gal:top. 
The semantics of the <attr-def> is the singleton attribute list [at(n, l, v)] with n the 
specified name (or � if it is not specified), l is the resulting literal of the <val-expr> 
(or � if it not specified or not a literal) and v the result of <val-expr>. If the result of 
<val-expr> is undefined, then the result is the empty list []. 

The syntax and semantics of <val-expr> are as follows:  
 
<val-expr> ::= <value> | “(” <val-expr> “.” <val-expr> “)” | “[” “gal:query” <val-query> “]” | 
                       “[” “gal:if” <list-query> “;” (“gal:then” <val-expr>  “;”)?  (“gal:else” <val-expr> “;”)? “]” . 
 
Here <value> describes the set of values V which we assume here to be the set of 
URIs and RDF literals, and <val-query> describes VQX, the set of parameterized 
queries over an RDF store that return a single value. Based on <val-expr> we define 
the earlier mentioned set of value expressions VE as the <val-expr> expressions 
without free variables. If the <val-expr> is <value> then this <value> is the result. If it 
is “(” <val-expr> “.” <val-expr> “)” then the result is the concatenation of the two 
literals that are the result of the two <val-expr>s, and if these do not both result in 
literals then the result is undefined. If it starts with gal:query then the result is that of 
<val-query> with the free variables substituted with their value in the current binding. 
If it starts with gal:if then the result is defined as follows. If the <list-query> with free 
variables replaced by their value in the current binding returns a non-empty list then 
the result of the gal:then <val-expr> is returned, otherwise the result of the gal:else 
<val-expr> is returned. If that particular <val-expr> is not present then the result is 
undefined. 

To illustrate this we now provide some attributes in the running example to show 
information about this planet on the screen. For example, we want to print the name 
of the planet, and also provide an image of that planet: 

 gal:hasAttribute [ 
   gal:name planetName; 
   gal:value [$Planet.name] 
 ]; 
 gal:hasAttribute [ 
   gal:name planetImage; 
   gal:label ( "Image of: ".[$Planet.name] ); 
   gal:value [ gal:query // url of an appropriate picture 
      “SELECT ?image_url 
       WHERE { $Planet :hasAssociatedResource ?image 
          :type Image; 
          :url ?image_url.}” 
   ] 
 ]; 
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Note the variable references for the variable named “Planet” by using the $-sign. The 
expression [$Planet.name] is a syntactic short-hand for the SPARQL query 
expression[gal:query “SELECT ?name WHERE { $Planet name 
?name }”] which retrieves the name of the planet indicated by $Planet.  

Now suppose we want to add an adaptive attribute that gives ‘beginner’ or 
‘advanced’ information about the planet, but only if the user has advanced knowledge 
about the concept:  

gal:hasAttribute [ 
gal:name planetInformation; 
gal:label "Information: "; 
gal:value [
  gal:if [ gal:query  
              “SELECT ?conceptPlanetInstance 
    WHERE { $User :hasConceptInstance ?conceptPlanetInstance 
      :name $Planet.name; 
      :visited ?Visited; 
      :advancedUserValue ?Advanced. 
     FILTER (?Visited >= ?Advanced)   
          }”]; 
  gal:then [$Planet.AdvancedInfo]; 
  gal:else [$Planet.BeginnerInfo]; 
]

]

The query checks if the user number of visits equals or is greater than the amount 
of visits to the concepts that are needed to make a user an advanced user. If this is true 
(and the query in the ‘if’ clause returns a result) then the advanced information is 
showed, otherwise the beginners information is showed. 

The next type of content element we consider is the unit container: 
 
<subunit-expr> ::= “gal:hasSubUnit” “[”<name-spec>? <label-spec>? <unit-constr> “]” “;” . 
 
The semantics of <subunit-expr> is the singleton unit container list [uc(n, l, u)] where 
l is the unit label specified in <label-spec>, n is the unit name indicating the location 
specified in <name-spec> and u is the first unit in the unit list constructed by <unit-
constr>. If the result of <unit-constr> is undefined then the result is the empty list []. 
The syntax and semantics <unit-constr> will be defined later on. 

The following types of content element we describe are the list units and set units: 
 
<list-unit-expr> ::= “gal:hasListUnit” “[” <label-spec>? <unit-constr> “]” “;” . 
<set-unit-expr> ::= “gal:hasSetUnit” “[” <label-spec>? <unit-constr> “]” “;” . 
 
The semantics of <list-unit-expr> is the list-unit list [ul(l, LU)] where l is the unit 
label specified in <label-spec> and LU is the unit list constructed by <unit-constr>. 
The semantics of <set-unit-expr> is the same except that LU is replaced with BU, the 
corresponding bag of units. 

To illustrate the use of unit sets in the running example consider that we want to 
show a list of the moons of the planet. We can use the hasSetUnit construct for this. 

 gal:hasSetUnit[ 
   gal:label "The following Moon(s) rotate around “.[$Planet.name]; 
   gal:refersTo Moon_Unit_Short; 
   gal:hasQuery "SELECT ?Moon 
                          WHERE $Planet :hasMoon ?Moon"; 
 ]; 
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The hasSetUnit construct executes a query and for every result of that query it will 
spawn a unit, in this case a Moon_Unit_Short. For every of those units the query 
result will be bound to the ‘Moon’ variable. 

The final type of content element that can be specified is the link: 
 
<link-expr> ::= “gal:hasLink” “[”  <link-constr> <target-spec>? “]” “;” .
<link-constr> ::= “gal:refersTo” <unit-type> “;” <bind-list> . 
<bind-list> ::= <query-bind>? <var-bind>* . 
<query-bind> ::= “gal:hasQuery” “[” <list-query> “]” “;”  
<var-bind> ::= “gal:assignVariable” “[” “gal:varName” <var-name> “;”
                               “gal:value” <val-expr> “]” “;” . 
<target-spec> := “gal:targetUnit” ( <unit-name> | “gal:_top” | “gal:_self” | “gal:_parent” ) “;” .

Here <list-query> describes the set LQX of parameterized queries over the RDF store 
that return a list of bindings and are parameterized with variables from X. The result 
of <link-expr> is the link list [ln(ut, b, q, be, t)] where ut is the unit type specified in 
<link-constr>, b is the current binding, q is the <list-query> but with the free variables 
replaced with their value in the current binding, be is the partial function that maps 
each <var-name> in the <var-bind> list to the first associated <val-expr> but with the 
free variables in this <val-expr> replaced as specified by the current binding, and 
finally t is the target in <target-spec> if this is specified and gal:_top if it is not. 

For example, the Moon_Unit_Short that was mentioned in the preceding example 
could contain a link to the elaborate description as follows:  

 
:Moon_Unit_Short [ 
 a gal:unit; 
 gal:hasInputVariable [ 
   gal:varName "Moon"; 
   gal:varType Moon 
 ]; 
 gal:hasAttribute [ 
   gal:name moonName; 
   gal:label "Moon: "; 
   gal:value [$Moon.name] 
 ]; 
 gal:hasLink [ 
   gal:refersTo :Moon_Unit_Elaborate; 
 ] 
]

 
Note the hasLink construct that binds to the Moon_Unit_Short, meaning that every 

attribute in the unit becomes a link that points to the Moon_Unit_Elaborate unit. By 
default the current input variables, in this case $Moon, are passed as parameters of the 
link, so it indeed will lead to a page describing the same moon more elaborately. 

The final non-terminal we consider is <unit-constr> which computes a list of units:  
 
<unit-constr> ::= “gal:refersTo” “[” <unit-def> “]” “;” <bind-list> .

The result is defined as follows. First, the query in <bind-list> is evaluated, while 
replacing its free variables with their value in the current binding, and the resulting 
list of bindings is extended with the binding specified by the list of <var-bind> 
expressions. Finally, for each of the resulting bindings we use them to extend the 
current binding and for this binding evaluate the <unit-def>, and finally collect all the 
resulting units in a list. 
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We extend the syntax with some syntactic sugar: inside a <unit-constr> the 
fragment “[” <unit-def> “]” can be replaced by a <unit-type> if in the total expression 
this is associated with this <unit-def>. In other words, if a <unit-type> occurs in the 
<unit-constr> after the gal:refersTo then it is interpreted as the associated “[” <unit-
def> “]”. This is illustrated in the preceding example for gal:hasSetUnit. 

We conclude the presentation of the syntax an semantics of GAL with a possible 
output of the running example. Given the definitions for the Planet Unit it would yield 
for a specific instance, for example Jupiter, something along the lines as shown in the 
screenshot in Figure 1. This screenshot is based upon a GAL specification that is 
compiled to and executed by the AHA!3 engine [2]. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Screenshot of an instance of the Planet Unit 

 

6   The Navigation Semantics of GAL 

In this section we describe the navigation process that is defined by a certain GAL 
program. At the core of the navigation semantics is the previously described 
computation of the unit that is the result of the request of a user. The resulting unit 
then is presented to the user and becomes the current unit, i.e., the unit that is 
currently presented to the user. In addition all the update queries associated with the 
gal:onAcess events in it at any nesting depth are applied to the RDF store in some 
arbitrary order. 

If subsequently the user navigates to an external link then all the update queries 
associated in it with the gal:onExit event at any nesting depth are applied to the RDF 
store in some arbitrary order. If the user follows an internal link ln(ut, b, q, be, t) in 
the current unit, then the following happens. First the target unit in the current unit is 
determined as follows. If the target is a unit name then this is the unit in the first unit 
container with that name. If it is gal:_self then it is the containing unit, i.e., the unit in 
which the link is directly nested. If it is gal:_parent then it is the parent unit, i.e., the 
unit which has as a content element a unit container, unit set or unit list that refers to 
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the containing unit. If it is gal:_top then it is the root unit of the current unit. If in any 
of the preceding cases the result is not well defined then the target unit is the root unit 
of the current unit. When the target unit is determined then all gal:onExit events that 
are directly or indirectly nested in it are applied to the RDF store in some arbitrary 
order.  

 Then, the binding that describes the parameters is computed as follows: the 
binding b is combined with the first binding in the result of q and this in turn is 
combined with the binding that is obtained when evaluating be. The resulting binding 
is sent together with the specified unit type as a request. Then, if this request results in 
a unit, the gal:onAccess update queries in this unit are executed as described before. 
In the final step the new current unit is the old current unit but with the target unit 
replaced with the resulting unit of the request. 

7   Conclusions and Future Work 

Many Web application frameworks nowadays offer personalization and adaptation 
as their features. However, until now the adaptation mechanisms are typically engine 
specific and the adaptation languages used by the adaptive engines are different from 
one another. In this paper, we have presented Generic Adaptation Language (GAL) 
that aims to capture basic adaptive navigation functionality in an engine independent 
way. GAL allows us to use every authoring environment in combination with any 
adaptive engines. We gave a formal description of GAL, and demonstrated that GAL 
can be used to specify an adaptive application. Currently we work on working out 
examples that show that GAL allows every type of adaptivity as specified in [5]. In 
further future work we look at building compilers from GAL to several adaptive 
engines (e.g. for AHA! version 3, Hera and the GALE engine that is being built in the 
GRAPPLE project2). Similarly we will build compilers from several authoring 
environments to GAL (e.g. for the Graph Author and the authoring tools within the 
GRAPPLE project). We expect that our formal work as presented in this paper will 
help us to relatively simply build these compilers. In this way we aim to show that 
GAL is both applicable to most adaptive engines as well as that it is generic. This 
might pave the path in the future for general acceptance and standardization of a 
engine-independent generic adaptation language. 

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the 7th Framework Program 
European project GRAPPLE ('Generic Responsive Adaptive Personalized Learning 
Environment').

                                                           
2 Cf. http://www.grapple-project.org 
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��� �	�	������ ������� �	 ��� �� �	���	������ ������	 ��	��%�� �	� ��������
�	 �	 �*� ��� �	�	������ ����	� �%���+�� ��� 	����� �	� ��%�� �� ��	��%�� �	�
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���	� %����/������� ��� �	������ Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt� X1, X2, . . . , Xs ��� ������ �� ��
���� �	�
Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt ��� ������ �� �	����� ��� ����� ����" 
���������" ���%����� %���������
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��� ������� ��� %�������� ��	 �� ���	� �� � ��	��%�" ������� �� ������� ��� ������
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Abstract. Most Adaptive Hypermedia Systems today focus on providing an 
adaptive portal or presentation/application through which adaptive retrieved content 
is delivered. Moreover the content used by such adaptive systems tends to be 
handcrafted for adaptivity, i.e. from closed corpus repositories. If adaptive 
hypermedia is to become more mainstream we need the ability to embed adaptive 
information retrieval and composition techniques within existing Web-based 
Content Management Systems (WCMS) e.g. Wiki, Drupal. However the effort and 
expense in fundamentally re-engineering such WCMS or developing completely 
new adaptive WCMS, is very high. This research explores the architectural and 
technical issues involved in providing a third party adaptive service which is more 
easily plugged into existing WCMS. The advantage of this approach is that it 
doesn’t break the current browsing paradigm of freely navigating across different 
independent web sites on the web. In order to address this challenge we introduce a 
third party Adaptive Service that enables a unified cross-website personalized 
experience by discretely interfacing with separate independent WCMS. Thus the 
Adaptive Service strives to personalize the users experience when accessing each 
WCMS in a non-invasive manner by not adversely interfering with the web sites 
overall look and feel, content and functionality without losing the web sites identity 
and fundamental experience. This paper describes the design and an initial use case 
supported implementation example of this Adaptive Service. It also provides a 
survey that assesses the feasibility of the services integration with leading WCMS. 

Keywords: Open Corpus, Adaptive Hypermedia, Web-based Content 
Management Systems (WCMS), Adaptive Hypermedia Strategies 

1 Introduction 

Although Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS) have matured, they may still be seen 
as a niche application mostly with a manually managed closed corpus that is adapted 
to a well known user group. Furthermore the adaptive logic driving the adaptive 
process needs to be closely related to the data models and the content. This close 
relationship mostly results in limitations in the re-usability and interoperability of the 
AHS, also known as the “Open Corpus Problem” in Adaptive Hypermedia [2].  
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Recently more flexible AHS architectures have been introduced addressing the 
problem of re-usability and interoperability. E.g. by providing a distributed server 
architecture [1] or flexible rule engines facilitating the adaptive logic [4]. 
Nevertheless most AHS still tend to provide a central AHS portal restricting the user’s 
flexibility; thus isolating the adaptive experience. This paper introduces an approach 
using a flexible AHS architecture and providing flexibility to the user.  

The goal of this approach is to provide open corpus adaptivity by personalizing the 
browsing experience over several individual content hosting systems known as Web-
based Content Management Systems (WCMS). To achieve this we introduce a third-
party Adaptive Service discretely interfacing with the individual WCMS. The main 
advantage of this approach is that the adaptivity is instrumented by the WCMS and 
not by a central AHS portal. By bringing the adaptivity to the WCMS, the user can 
maintain the current browsing paradigm by freely navigating on the web and, at the 
same time, benefiting of personalized content. For this the Adaptive Service provides 
the individual WCMS with non-intrusive adaptive recommendations reflecting the 
overall intent/interest of the user. The unified and personalized browsing experience 
across different WCMS is defined as adaptive flow.

In order to illustrate the functionality of the introduced third-party Adaptive Service a 
use case is provided in section 4. This use case describes the individual steps in which 
a user can be assisted on the web by the introduced third-party Adaptive Service. 
Based on the use case one particular implementation example is also given. This 
example includes a query interception and augmentation by the third-party Adaptive 
Service connected to a WCMS. The implementation example is followed by a 
description of the overall architecture. 

Motivating the use case, a survey of two prominent WCMS Drupal and Wikipedia’s 
implementation platform MediaWiki is provided. The survey focuses on the 
suitability of WCMS for adaptivity. Furthermore a state of the art in discussing recent 
developments in flexible service driven AHS is also provided.  

2 Adaptive Hypermedia and third-party services integration 

In order to develop a third-party Adaptive Service, which integrates with different 
WCMS, three main challenges need to be addressed: (1) the identification and 
implementation of necessary adaptive features in WCMS, (2) the development of 
adaptive logic driving the personalization process across several independent WCMS 
and (3) providing a user model unifying the browsing experience across the different 
WCMS. The second and third challenge is addressed in the following state of the art 
by discussing current AHS and user modelling developments. However the first and 
most difficult challenge is addressed in the two following separate sections three and 
four.   

For an AHS to allow more flexible adaptation across different WCMS the possibility 
of separating the adaptive logic from the content is essential. Recently several 
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research groups are driving their AHS towards more flexible AHS architectures. A 
subset of the numerous examples discussed in the literature is: KnowledgeTree [1], 
APeLS [4], MEDEA [13] and AHA! [6]. E.g. KnowledgeTree implements an AHS by 
providing a community of distributed servers to clearly separate concerns. This is 
done by distributing different functions to designated servers compared with one AHS 
bundling all functionalities together. For this KnowledgeTree provides four types of 
servers: learning portals, activity servers, value-added services, and student model 
servers [1]. Although the communications protocols between the different distributed 
servers are based on a simple HTTP GET request and not on Web Service protocols 
such as SOAP, KnowledgeTree provides a good example of distributed AHS 
integration relevant to this research.  

APeLS, as another example, also provides a distributed architecture, although by 
using separate adaptive services not servers. Furthermore APeLS enables Web 
Service based communication between the different AHS services. The individual 
AHS services are (a) the adaptive hypermedia service providing the content and (b) 
the learning environment. The later is used to track the learner, based on the tutor’s 
guidance in the form of learner profiles, assessment information and pedagogical 
constraints. The result integrates both services and is displayed in the client’s 
browser. Furthermore APeLS allows the flexible design of adaptive logic based on 
pluggable rule engines managing different narratives driving the adaptivity [5]. In 
addition to the usage of Web Service communication the multi model approach of 
APeLS is relevant to this research.  Nevertheless both KnowledgeTree and APeLS 
focus on closed corpus and not apply adaptation across multiple independent services 
in order to include open corpus in the adaptation process.  

In the following the integration of user models within a third-party Adaptive Service 
is discussed. The main challenge is to provide a modelling approach that reflects a 
unified browsing experience over several different WCMS without the need to model 
separate user models for each WCMS. For this a distributed user modelling service 
unifying the different modelling parameters of the WCMS is necessary. For example 
Personis [8] provides such a distributed user model approach designed to provide a 
unified user model of several different systems. An additional distinctive feature of 
Personis is user model scrutiny, ensuring the user is involved in all user model related 
decisions. The architecture is based on a XML-RPC interface allowing third party 
service integration. A similar approach, centralizing the user model, is taken by 
CUMULATE [3]. Nevertheless Personis and CUMULATE lack flexibility due to the 
unified storage of user models in a centralized repository. A more flexible approach is 
followed by FUMES [15] providing a decentralized mapping framework to support 
the exchange of heterogeneous user models without the need of a central repository. 
In relation to the introduced third-party Adaptive Service FUMES provides a 
possibility of retrieving a single user model based on user information collected in 
several different WCMS.  
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3 WCMS survey for compatibility to support modular based 
Adaptive Service access 

This section is based on a survey investigating the integration of third party adaptive 
services in Web-based Content Management Systems (WCMS). The following is only 
a brief extract of the entire survey introducing the most important conclusions for this 
research.  

Taking a broad view on WCMS shows that this type of system refers to a whole range 
of different applications and functionalities with the main commonality of providing 
effective and accessible tools for publishing and organising web-based content. 
Goodwin and Vidgen define a WCMS as:  

“ [...] an organizational process, aided by software tools, for the management of 
heterogeneous content on the web, encompassing a life cycle that runs from creation 
to destruction” [14] 

The term WCMS mostly refers to open source based Content Management System 
rather than to commercial systems which are referred to as Enterprise Content 
Management Systems (ECM). Prominent examples for WMCS are MediaWiki, 
Drupal and WordPress. Beside these systems numerous WCMS have appeared and 
have become an enormously popular application domain in day to day Internet 
activities.  

The integration of adaptive functionalities in WCMS pose a new set of challenges 
towards the adaptive process with the following as the most significant: 

� Any adaptive intervention has to maintain the entire look and feel i.e. 
branding of the WCMS. 

� All internal policies regarding user rights, especially content-related rights, 
need to be obeyed by any adaptive intervention. 

� The WCMS has to provide API or Web Service interfaces to enable third 
party Adaptive Service intervention. 

� The WCMS needs to be extendible/pluggable in order to handle adaptive 
interventions. 

� Semantic web functionalities have to be available within the WCMS, e.g. via 
a module based extension to the core platform.  

To assess and tackle these challenges, two specific WCMS were examined, 
MediaWiki [9] well known as the basic WCMS used for Wikipedia and Drupal [7] 
known as one of the most flexible WCMS based on its flexible pluggable module 
architecture. Both systems provide a wide range of possibilities and are supported by 
a large and active developer group. 

The architecture of MediaWiki is simpler than Drupals, but it is not as flexible. This is 
due to the fact that Drupal is based purely on a module based pluggable architecture. 
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However MediaWikis core strength lies in the management of content and not in the 
extensibility of the platform. Nevertheless extensions are possible, e.g. the extensions
feature is based on simple scripts for the adding of different plugin types like Adobe 
Flash, Video streaming, RSS feeds, ratings and API based third party accessibility. It 
also has to be noted that recently more enhanced extensions were introduced 
especially for the adding of semantic structures and relationships within the different 
MediaWiki implementation [10].  

The WCMS Drupal on the other hand is based on a flexible module based pluggable 
framework also referred to as “Content Management Framework” [7]. Drupal does 
not specialise on one specific type of content, like MediaWiki which focuses on 
encyclopaedia based content or Wordpress concentrating on blog based content, but it 
provides an extendible core implementation that can plug different modules 
depending on the application area. This high level of flexibility and abstraction comes 
with the cost that developers need to have good knowledge of the core architecture in 
order to extend it. Like MediaWiki, Drupal also provides a module to enable semantic 
annotations [11]. 

However it is essential to explore the extensibility of WCMS for it to engage with a 
third-party Adaptive Service and to provide the ability to use the adaptive 
interventions send by a third-party Adaptive Service. Currently both discussed 
WCMS provide the possibility to communicate with a third-party Adaptive Service. 
Nevertheless both need to be extended to cater for effective adaptivity from within. 
Currently it is not possible to take any WCMS deployment and apply adaptivity 
simply by using API function calls.  

Fortunately the engineering of a WCMS is not a difficult task and especially in the 
case of MediaWiki and Drupal extensibility is possible without major changes to the 
WCMS architecture. E.g. MediaWiki API provides a powerful interface for fast and 
high level access to all data within the database. Functions include user login, content 
uploads and updates. In addition to the API MediaWiki provides specific extension 
points for the extension of its deployment. These extensions can be plugged into the 
core implementation at any time and do not trigger any re-deployment. The following 
extensions can be seen as relevant for enabling adaptivity in MediaWiki: “Hooks” to 
react to user actions, displaying “special pages” and “skins” allowing changes in the 
look and feel of MediaWiki.  

Extending the main Drupal core on the other hand implies the extension with specific 
Drupal modules. These modules are simple to design, plug and unplug. From within 
the modules several functionalities to control the information flow from the database 
to the Front End are provided. Following events are useful for the “hooking” of 
adaptive interventions into Drupal: Content/Node creation, deletion and viewing, as 
well as user login/logout and user account/profile updates. Both WCMS, MediaWiki 
and Drupal therefore provide a good base for further development towards more 
flexible and distributed adaptivity.  
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Besides applying extensions to the individual WCMS an alternative approach is 
possible. This approach is based on the fact that most interactions between user and 
WCMS are based on the usage of a browser. Furthermore current browser 
technologies allow the integration of extension/plug-in which can be used to 
manipulate, augment or redirect the data before being displayed to the user. In relation 
to this research an interesting example is the “Smarter Wikipedia” Firefox plug-in, 
which adds a “related articles” box to MediaWiki’s Wikipedia implementation [12]. 
This kind of browser central development presents an alternative approach which 
avoids the current need to extend WCMS, but may lead to constant updates due to 
changes in the underlying WCMS. Nevertheless a purely browser focused 
implementation is currently not part of the approach introduced in this paper.  

In the following a use case is illustrated discussing the usage of the third-party 
Adaptive Service on WCMS. 

4 Use Case 

This use case illustrates the usage of the third-party Adaptive service providing a 
unified adaptive experience over several independent WCMS. As mentioned above 
this unified experience is defined as adaptive flow. It’s main purpose is to retain a 
unified personalized information space for the user. To achieve this each of the 
WCMS communicates with a third-party Adaptive Service. As the user navigates, the 
Adaptive Service gains knowledge about their browsing over time. Thus, the 
Adaptive Service can provide improved non-intrusive adaptive recommendations to 
the WCMS. Figure 1 illustrates a specific scenario. 
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Figure 1 illustration of the overall adaptive approach indicating an adaptive flow over several 
different WCMS 

1. User John is interested in installing the Debian GNU/Linux based Ubuntu 
operating system, but before he makes his final decision he wants to gather 
information about the installation process. For this he navigates to the Drupal 
based Ubuntu homepage. John’s Adaptive Service is active and will provide 
a more personal browsing experience.   

2. After navigating to the Ubuntu homepage John states the explicit part of his 
interest in the search field. He uses the term “install Ubuntu”. 

3. The search module of the Drupal based Ubuntu homepage informs the third- 
party Adaptive Service about John’s query. The Adaptive Service registers 
the query and cannot find any previous interest related to this query. 
Therefore the Adaptive Service initialises a new “adaptation flow” session 
prompting the Adaptive Service to wait for more evidence coming from 
John’s interaction with the Ubuntu homepage. 

4. After stating the query John receives the result list from the Ubuntu 
homepage without any adaptive interventions. He starts clicking on different 
results from the original result list.  

5. John’s interaction with the result list is registered by the Adaptive Service. 
At this point the Adaptive Service remains in a non-adaptive state identifying 
John as being in an ‘orientation’ phase.  

6. John believes he has enough high level information and leaves the Ubuntu 
homepage. Now he navigates to the MediaWiki implementation “wikiHow”. 
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He wants to receive more in depth information about the installation process 
and hopes to find it at this point.  

7. The Adaptive Service is informed by “wikiHow” and registers John’s access 
to the MediaWiki based page. John uses this page frequently and knows that 
the Adaptive Service is interacting with the WikiMedia based WCMS. After 
the Adaptive Service receives the information that John is navigating to the 
new WCMS the Adaptive Service sends an extended query to the 
“wikiHow” page. John is now presented with a personalized result list based 
on his previous browsing experience on the Ubuntu Homepage, instead of 
seeing the main homepage in which John would have had to reissue his 
query. 

8. After interacting with the personalized search result provided by the 
“wikiHow” webpage, John decides to navigate to the WordPress based 
blogging site “Ubuntu blog”.  

9. The Adaptive Service now maintains a well informed stream of experience 
from John’s previous browsing pattern and is able to negotiate the most 
appropriate blog entries for John.  

10. John believes he is well informed and decides to install Ubuntu. 

The most essential part of the illustration in figure 1 is indicated with the diagonal 
arrows ranging over the different WCMS. It indicates the adaptive flow which can be 
seen as a development towards a more personalized browsing experience. 
Furthermore it is important to note that the illustrated open corpus adaptive scenario is 
controlled principally by the user. The Adaptive Service only provides adaptive 
recommendations which then can be used by the WCMS during their interaction. The 
use of the Adaptive Service allows different WCMS to share the latent aspects of the 
user’s preferences and intent. These are typically lost as the user navigates between 
different WCMS on the web.  

Compared with conventional distributed AHS the introduced third-party Adaptive 
Service follows a different approach in that it seeks to maintain attributes which apply 
across a variety of WCMS, i.e. by using content models representing semantic 
concepts. 

To illustrate the functionality of the third-party Adaptive Service an implementation 
example is provided in the next section.  

5 Implementation example 

Taking the Drupal WCMS as an example this section defines the means by which the 
Adaptive Service can effect the recommendation of content to the user.  
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Figure 2 exemplifying a basic adaptive integration within the Drupal WCMS. 

As indicated in figure 2 the basic Drupal search module was activated. Furthermore 
the Drupal hook_search_preprocess is used to intercept the user’s query and send it to 
the Adaptive Service. In addition to the query interception, content related user 
activities are logged with Drupals node_hook_api. It registers content related 
activities and saves these in the underlying database. This information is then used to 
extend the user model of the Adaptive Service.    

The Adaptive Service on the other hand has to handle the incoming information in 
order to send adaptive recommendations back to the WCMS. For this the Adaptive 
Service implements a JBoss Rules engine based on APeLS [4]. This engine allows the 
usage of flexible adaptive strategies manifested as individual rules. Based on the 
example illustrated in figure 2 the following steps are executed by the Adaptive 
Service: 

� The Adaptive Service identifies and authenticates the user. 
� The Adaptive Service waits for information to be sent from the Drupal 

based WCMS about the user’s activities.  
� After the user issues a query it is intercepted by Drupals 

hook_search_preprocess which sends it to the Adaptive Service.  
� In addition the Adaptive Service can receive information about the user 

content related interactions from Drupals hook_node_api.  
� Based on the available user and content model information a specific 

adaptive strategy is activated.  
� The activated adaptive strategy orchestrates the information provided in the 

user and content model and uses it to augment the query. 
� The Adaptive Engine sends the augmented query back to the WCMS.  
� The WCMS executes the query and presents a personalized ranked list to 

the user.  

This example illustrates a query interception and query augmentation scenario for 
Drupal. In this case the final result is a personalized ranked list. However this 
approach allows more complex adaptive scenarios like adaptive navigation support 
and adaptive presentation necessary for the overall research illustrated in figure 1.  
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6 Architecture 

This section describes the overall architecture of the third-party Adaptive Service and 
its integration with different WCMS. The Adaptive Service is based on APeLS [4] 
and uses pluggable rule engines to facilitate the wide variety of WCMS architectures.  

This architecture addresses three main challenges: (a) the sending of user and domain 
information as input for the overall personalization process from the WCMS to the 
Adaptive Service, (b) the processing of the send information by the Adaptive Service 
(c) the creation of appropriate adaptive recommendations by the Adaptive Service to 
personalize the output of the WCMS. Please note figure 3 illustrating the overall 
architecture. 

WCMS A W
S

Adaptive�Service

Content
Model

Strategy
Model

W
S

Unified
User�Model W

S
WCMS B W

S

WCMS C W
S

User�Modelling�Service

User Model
WCMS A

User Model
WCMS B

User Model
WCMS C

User Model 
Unified

W
S

Figure 3 indicating the overall architecture of the third-party Adaptive Service

The input for adaptive personalization across independent WCMS is based on the 
user’s browsing behaviour. This behaviour is collected by the WCMS and delivered 
to the Adaptive Service through a Web Service (WS) interface in the back-end of the 
WCMS. The user simply navigates within and between the different WCMS with a 
standard browser and is not explicitly aware of the back-end integration. This allows 
the user to remain in full control of the browsing experience.  

The processing of all relevant information including the user and the domain model is 
handled by the Adaptive Service. For this the Adaptive Service communicates with an 
additional user modelling service e.g. FUMES [15] which provides a unified user 
model reflecting the current and previous browsing experience across separate 
WCMS. Together with a content model, which stores all information available about 
the structure and nature of the content within the WCMS, the Adaptive Service can 
compose an appropriate adaptive strategy reflecting the overall intent of the user.  

Based on the appropriate adaptive strategy the Adaptive Service can send adaptive 
recommendations to the WCMS. The WCMS can use these recommendations to 
create a personalized output for the user.  
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The most significant feature of the introduced architecture is placing the Adaptive 
Service behind the WCMS allowing the user to retain the current browsing paradigm 
of free web navigation.  

7 Conclusion and Future Work  

This paper addresses the open corpus problem by introducing a third-party Adaptive 
Service providing adaptivity across different independent WCMS. The novelty of this 
approach is the complete separation of the Adaptive Service and the content host i.e. 
the WCMS. For this the Adaptive Service discretely connects with the WCMS 
providing non-intrusive adaptive recommendations. The user does not have to be 
aware of the adaptive interventions, thus this approach retains the current browsing 
paradigm of free navigation on the web. Furthermore the non-intrusive nature of the 
adaptive interventions maintains the branding, look and feel and operation of the 
individual websites modified.  

To illustrate the usage of the third-party Adaptive Service a use case was provided 
and later specified by an implementation example proving third-party Adaptive 
Service integration with a Drupal based WCMS. However the example illustrates 
only one possible adaptive application within the overall architecture introduced. 
Further developments towards more sophisticated personalization include more 
flexible content and link adaptation. However the introduction of such advanced 
adaptive functionalities strongly depends on the architecture of the different WCMS. 
In order to gauge the feasibility of working with different WCMS a survey was 
discussed which indicates general key challenges for the integration of a third-party 
Adaptive Service in WCMS.  

Future work will concentrate on three connected areas: (1) the integration of 
additional WCMS into the adaptive service framework, (2) the extension and 
empirical evaluation of resulting adaptive logic/strategies and (3) the further 
integration of a unified user modelling approach across different WCMS. 
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Abstract. Adaptive hypermedia aims to create a tailored experience for
users and with narrative generation this dynamic content can be in the
form of engaging stories. Narrative generation systems range from the
automatic generation of bespoke stories to the representation of existing
information as narrative. However narrative generation systems often
produce bland and unvaried stories. In this paper we propose that the
inclusion of themes will enrich the resulting narrative and explore how
a prototype thematic system might be integrated with existing methods
of narrative generation. This investigation reveals that integration at the
generation of story elements is important to avoid constraints on desired
themes, that the detailed characters fundamental to character centric
narrative generation make integration difficult, and that integration must
be done carefully to avoid damaging the resulting narrative.

Key words: Adaptive hypermedia, narrative, narrative generation, the-
matics

1 Introduction

The presentation of relevant media in an engaging fashion to users is a difficult
challenge, a user constructing a presentation of information or media from a
personal collection can often have difficulty finding items relevant to each other
and to the task at hand as well as presenting them in a flowing an engaging
manner. Adaptive Hypermedia systems create a dynamic experience for users
by adapting content and navigational choices. Their goal is often to create a high
quality experience that is tailored to the user’s needs and requirements, and to
avoid problems of information overload [5]. Narrative systems are a particular
type of adaptive hypermedia application that attempt to generate content within
a narrative or story framework. However, limitations with narrative generation
methods can compromise the quality of the resulting experience, with stories
that amount to a list of actions of characters who coldly state their motivations
and pursue them directly in steps without any elaboration or subtlety.

Narratives, or stories, are a prevalent representation of human experience
that can engage and entertain. Work in the field of narrative generation presents
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a potentially powerful solution to the problem of generating engaging and rele-
vant information dynamically. Narrative generation seeks to automatically create
bespoke narratives for a variety of uses, either generating requested narratives
from scratch or by representing existing information as a narrative.

Existing narrative generation systems while often successfully generating
short narrative can find their results bland or unvaried depending on the limita-
tions of their approach. We suggest a thematic approach to narrative generation
where the addition of themes will enrich generated narratives making them closer
to human authored narratives with a thematic objectivity beyond the base com-
munication of the information present within the narrative.

A thematic model has been developed [9] based on the work on thematics
in narratology [17]. The model describes themes within a narrative being built
of themes and motifs and how they are connoted and denoted from elements of
the narrative itself. This was further developed into a prototype, the Thematic
Model Builder (TMB) that could score narrative segments on their relevance to
desired narratives, and an evaluation is being performed into the effectiveness of
the system and model at representing and connoting themes.

The focus of this paper is how such a thematic system could be integrated
with existing narrative generation approaches in order to enrich the resulting
narratives. We review existing approaches to narrative discourse generation and
explore at what level a thematic system should be involved with narrative gen-
eration, what approaches it best compliments, and what benefits are likely to
emerge from an integration.

2 Background

2.1 Narratology

Narratology is the study of narrative within literature and as such is primarily
focused on the analysis of narrative. However it does provide a useful insight
into how stories are constructed.

Structuralism is an area of narratology concerned with deconstructing nar-
ratives to identify the components from which a story is built and the structures
that they build within a story. Because of the tangible nature of structuralism its
ideas are very useful for narrative generation as its clear definition of structures
and elements give an insight into what narrative generation systems should be
generating. Most structuralists assert that a narrative is composed of an au-
thored sequence of human experiences [13], and as such may be deconstructed
into two important components; story, and discourse [4]. The story (or fabula)
is a collection of all the information to be communicated and the discourse (or
sjuzhet) represents the exposed parts of the story that are told and how they
are presented (shown in Figure 1).

The story element is the sum of all experiences and elements that make up
the narrative. The discourse represents what parts of the story are exposed in
the narrative (the story selection) and how it is told (the story presentation).
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Fig. 1. A narrative can be deconstructed into story and discourse

Discourse is a complicated process concerning many different decisions in-
cluding how the story is presented, what medium is used, the style, the genre,
and the themes of the narrative. Thematics approaches themes with a structural-
ist method of deconstruction and identifies the narrative elements that commu-
nicate themes.

Tomashevsky identified the thematic elements of themes (broad ideas such
as ‘politics’ or ‘drama’) and motifs (more atomic elements directly related to the
narrative such as ‘the helpful beast’ or ‘the thespian’) [17]. He explains a struc-
ture of themes being built out of sub-themes and motifs. A motif is the smallest
atomic thematic element and refers to an element or device within the narrative
which connotes in some way the theme. Themes may always be deconstructed
into other themes or motifs whereas a motif may not be deconstructed.

2.2 Narrative Generation

Narrative generation systems use a variety of different approaches and have a
wide range of objectives. While many systems seek to generate full narratives for
entertainment such as the virtual storyteller [16] and AConf [15] some systems
use narrative generation to add additional meaning to information by represent-
ing it as a narrative using narratological devices like sequencing, emphasis and
omission such as in Topia [3] and adaptive hypermedia systems like AHA! [8].

As a process narrative generation can be broken down into three stages; story,
plot, and presentation generation. Depending on the project in question these
stages can be consolidated together or separated, (for example, in the virtual
storyteller, presentation generation is broken down in narration and presenta-
tion [16]). The majority of narrative generation projects deal with the creation
of the narrative elements (story generation); resolution of the sequence of events
that comprise the narrative and selection of narrative elements to be exposed
and building of relationships between these elements (plot generation); and pre-
sentation of the narrative through a chosen medium (presentation generation).
Figure 2 illustrates this process.

According to Riedl and Young [15] narrative systems take either a character
or author centric approach depending on whether the system seeks to model the
characters within the story, the authorial process itself, or whether the system
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is a compromise of both approaches. [15] also identifies a third approach in the
form of story centric approaches these are however less common and due to their
more linguistic focus are less relevant to this research.

Fig. 2. Narrative generation can be broken down into three stages

Character Centric Character centric narrative generation revolves around
the perspective of modeling the behavior and goals of the characters of a story.
With the characters successfully simulated they are released to pursue their
goals and their actions are exposed, the idea being that stories are everywhere
and an engaging narrative will naturally emerge from the actions of a set of
well-motivated characters.

Character centric narrative generation systems often use agent technology to
suitably simulate the characters and their behaviors with a purpose built agent
taking the part of each character such as in work by Cavazza [7] and in the
Facade system [12] (Facade is not entirely character centric, but its approach is
very similar). Sometimes the intelligence is much more simplistic and a reasoning
system will handle the goals and behavior of all characters, such as in TaleSpin
[14]. However, these systems lack the power to generate varied narratives and
although short simple stories are generated the lack of in-depth modeling of
individual characters behavior removes personalized variety from their actions.

Automatic generation of story elements is rare in character centric narra-
tive generation. This is because elegantly written characters with sophisticated
behavior are key to narratives being successfully emergent from the generated
result and at present the only way to ensure this is to build the characters by
hand. Some story elements are generated by using character archetypes with
cliche behavior such as with the supporting characters in work by Cavazza [7]
but it is rare to find this for key characters.

Plot generation in character centric generation is therefore a direct result of
the characters behavior as dictated by the agents playing them or the intelligence
modeling all of the characters. The actions they take to achieve their goals builds
the relationships between story elements and the sequence of events that makes
a plot. Presentation generation is not specifically tied to the character centric
approach but the focus on entities and modeling their actions make character
centric approaches ideal for presentation in game engines (for example AConf
used the UT engine through the mimesis project [18]). Although the presentation
of character centric systems still sometimes uses text as a medium of choice either
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using sentence templates such as in talespin [14] or generated text using natural
language processing.

The main weakness of character centric narrative generation is its reliance on
an engaging narrative successfully emerging from the exposition of the characters
actions. Often these systems generate bland stories that merely report on a series
of uninteresting actions. These stories are thus often sensible and varied but lack
narrative richness or interesting plot.

Author Centric Author Centric narrative generation seeks to model the au-
thorial process itself rather then the content of the narrative. The systems seek
to model the process by creating rule based systems or narrative grammars that
use well defined structures that are typical of the desired genre of narrative in
order to generate stories.

Author centric narrative generation also lends itself better to the representa-
tion of existing knowledge as narrative as its story elements are not necessarily
the narrative devices such as characters and objects but the devices the author
needs to construct a story. Systems such as ArtEquAKT [2] create narratives
out of a variety of resources and media from the internet and for this project
story generation is the compilation of these resources. The same could be said
for narrative influenced hypertext systems such as Topia [3].

Some systems do model the contents of the narrative to be generated as part
of story generation but remain author centric. Universe [11] builds stories around
a set of author goals and constructs a structure for a story to satisfy these but
does so using the actions of characters modeled from cliche archetypes and a
finite set of actions. In other author centric systems the story structure is not
explicitly generated, but emerges from the selection of a predefined set of story
elements, such as in Card Shark [6].

Plot generation in these systems is a case of applying the rules of the sys-
tem for the desired genre, utilizing the grammar with the available resources,
or filling a story template with appropriate resources. Presentation for author
centric systems is often text based, either using templates such as Universe[11]
or Artequakt [2] or simply exposing the elements in sequence such as in Card
Shark [6].

Author centric systems tend to be highly specialized for one particular type
of narrative, making them inflexible and also often not with a view to generic
narrative generation. The stories are seldom varied as they all follow a similar
authoring process with the same rules and/or grammars and as such can generate
engaging but not often varied narratives.

Compromise Approaches Many narrative generation systems often seek a
compromise between these two approaches in order to counteract the weakness
of using one approach or another. Some systems such as Facade[12] and Uni-
verse[11] will only make slight compromises, such as the ideal story drama curve
approach in Facade or the choice to model characters in Universe, but others
make much larger steps towards marrying the two approached.
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The virtual storyteller [16] at first seems to be a character centric approach
that uses agents to model the behavior of its characters, the difference arises with
the addition of an extra director agent. The director agent has a set of rules
about what makes an engaging story, much like an author centric approach,
and uses these rules to influence the narrative by vetting character actions,
influencing them by giving them new goals, and creating story events to channel
the emergent narrative into being more engaging.

AConf[15] models each ‘actor’ as an expert system seeking to achieve its goals,
giving it characteristics of a character centric approach, but it is fundamentally
more author centric as its process of plot generation centers around the structure
of the narrative building it as a network of events using story planners.

The presentation generation for these systems also vary. In the virtual story-
teller [16] the director agent directly communicates with a narrator and presenter
to generate text using sentence templates whereas AConf [15] uses its character’s
modeling and plot plans to interact with a system called mimesis [18] which uses
the UT game engine to present the narratives.

These systems experienced mixed success with both reporting the generation
of successful narratives. However both suffered from similar problems to charac-
ter centric approaches, while the addition of measures to ensure the narratives
structure is engaging does have a positive effect the engaging narrative can at
times still fail to emerge from the result and the systems can be reliant of sto-
ries that are heavily predefined at the request stage rather then being entirely
generated.

3 A Thematic Approach

3.1 The Thematic Model

Using a thematic model [9] based on Tomashevsky’s work to describe how themes
are constructed within a narrative we propose a thematic underpinning to nar-
rative generation. The basis of the model (as illustrated in Figure 3) is built of
natoms (narrative atoms) which contain features that denote motifs which in
turn connote themes.

For example, we might view a digital photo as a natom, and the tags on
that photo as the features that denote a particular motif. Thus a photo tagged
with ‘daffodil’ could denote the motif of ‘flower’, which connotes the theme of
‘Spring’. Themes can themselves build up into new themes, for example the
theme of ‘Christmas’ can be used to connote the theme of ‘Winter’.

3.2 The TMB

To facilitate an evaluation of the effectiveness of the model a prototype was built
that could use an instance of the model to select images from a group of Flickr
1 images based on their ability to connote a desired theme. The prototype went
under the working name of the Thematic Model Builder (TMB).
1 http://www.flickr.com
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Fig. 3. The Thematic Model

As an original instance of the model four themes were modeled (Winter,
Spring, celebration, family) along with all sub themes and motifs of these themes,
XML was used to build this instance. Defining an instance of the model for par-
ticular themes is a complex and subjective process. We explored a systematic
method for building themes based on semiotics [9]. Initially we identify what con-
notes the desired theme, these connotative signs make up the themes sub themes
and motifs. However, these signs become sub-themes only if when expanded all
of their connotative signs in turn connote the original theme, otherwise they
are a seperate (if associated) theme. Connotative signs anchored to a specific
element within the narrative become motifs which have their features defined by
likely tags that denote the element.

The prototype was written in java with a simple JSP front end and Flickr
was used as a source of natoms. As a folksonomy its items have rich semantic
annotations in metadata [1] as opposed to the automatically generated metadata
present in some other media collections. This makes the features in each image
apparent and it also has a large freely available body of resources. The library
of images (the fabula) was generated by making a keyword search of Flickr on
the desired subject and storing the top n images (where n is the desired size).

The system then followed an algorithm of measuring the thematic quality of
each natom in the fabula. It returns the natoms with the highest scores according
to two metrics:

– Component coverage: the proportion of high-level sub-themes or motifs that
a natom has features for - this is useful for measuring how strongly a natom
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matches the desired theme. (for example, winter expands several high-level
sub-theme and motifs including christmas, snow and cold. A natom matching
just one of these has less coverage than one that matches many)

– Thematic coverage: the proportion of desired themes that a natom has fea-
tures for - this is useful for searches with multiple themes

The TMB prototype allows us to compare the effectiveness of selecting photos
according to their theme with the process of selecting photos based directly on
their tags. A pilot evaluation of the prototype has been completed in [10], early
results are promising and show the TMB successfully compiling collections that
have been evaluated as better connoting the desired themes, and performing
better in a narrative context then standard keyword selection.

4 Integration

Referring back to the division of narrative generation illustrated in figure 2, we
can explore the possibility of a thematic systems involvement at different levels
of narrative generation. Themes are intangible concepts, a subtext rather then
a core focus of the narrative, and for this reason it seems at first that narrative
generation would be benefit from thematic involvement at the presentation level.
Here themes could be connoted by emphasis given through the presentation to
the features within the narrative that denote motifs which in turn connote the
desired themes. At this level a thematic subtext would become present through
elaboration on the presentation of the plot. However this is a process that could
potentially fail if there were no relevant features present in the narrative that
could be elaborated upon to help connote the desired theme, the system might
find that at the presentation level a thematic system might only be able to offer
from a subset of themes.

At the story level of narrative generation a thematic systems involvement
would be in some ways the opposite of its involvement at a presentation level.
Instead of offering elaboration on existing narrative features at the story level a
thematic system would generate additional narrative elements based on a shop-
ping list of required motifs for the desired themes. This way themes would be-
come apparent through the presence of certain story elements that connoted the
desired themes. This could potentially fail however if the systems plot genera-
tion did not make use of the thematic story elements or they were not properly
exposed possibly leading to absence of key motifs. Also, such an approach could
damage the generated narrative more then help it potentially flooding the system
with elements irrelevant to the plot. For some systems as well story generation
integration is not always an option, at least on a fully autonomous level, with
many systems generating plot out of pre written and defined story elements.
These semi automatic approaches to story generation require a very different
approach perhaps with thematic guidance on the creation of these elements as
supposed to influencing the automatic generation process in others.

At the plot generation level thematics could play a role in the story selection
of narrative elements as well as the way relationships build. The first part of this
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would be similar to how the TMB prototype builds photo montages in that a list
of desired motifs would be compiled and this would be used to thematicly score
potential story elements and as such influence their selection and inclusion in the
plot. Also, the relationships between story elements and actions of elements could
in turn be factored in as features that denote motifs, as such potential actions
at the plot generation of the story could be thematicly scored influencing what
occurs. For example a story in which violence is a desired theme might see the
protagonist kill the antagonist rather then banish or imprison them. However,
like inclusion at the story level it is possible that heavy thematic involvement
could damage the plot itself, making its involvement a dangerous balancing act,
potentially forcing plot actions that damage the quality of the narrative. Fur-
thermore like involvement at the presentation level, a lack of complete control
over the story elements could potentially restrict available themes.

On the question of which approach to take character centric approaches are
perhaps the most different from the current implementation using the thematic
model. Rather then the natoms of narrative segments that our model describes,
character centric approaches start by simulating the content of the narrative
itself, modeling characters, locations, entities, and events. However, through the
process of plot and presentation, character centric approaches still go on to gener-
ate natoms that contain features and by extension denote motifs. An integration
would have to seek to ensure that certain features were planted in order for the
themes to become apparent in the finished narrative. To do this involvement
at the story level seems obvious as this is where the elements present within
the narrative are generated. However, as a more semi automatic approach with
predefined elements is more common then automatic generation at this level
in character centric approaches it could be difficult to integrate a thematic ap-
proach with the prewritten characters. At the plot and presentation levels an
integration seems more possible, potential character actions and story events
can be thematicly scored to influence actions taken to be conducive with de-
sired themes and then presented in a way that emphasises the relevant thematic
content. Character centric generations frequent use of game engines means that
integration at the presentation level may be easier where knowledge of the enti-
ties present in a particular scene is much more exact then in natural language.
However as already discussed a reliance on integration at these levels potentially
limits the available themes.

Author centric approaches are more similar in process to the current imple-
mentation of the thematic approach in that they’re heavily based on structures
and largely concerned with the authoring process rather then modeling the con-
tent of the narrative. The story generation process for some is about composing
a pool from large collections of potential natoms, often from the Web, based on
their relevance to required parts of the narrative structure. This is very similar
to the way the TMB currently puts together selections for montage, and it is
easy to see that with author centric projects that work this way thematic in-
tegration would be a relatively simple process of scoring potential segments to
generate. At the plot level, integration could be a similar process to the inte-
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gration that would be used with character centric approaches, in that elements
selected for exposure could be chosen on their thematic qualities rather then
only narrative ones. However, for rule based systems of plot generation thematic
rules would need to be written for the system. The feasibility of this would need
to be added on a system by system basis. At a presentation level natural lan-
guage generation poses difficulties for thematic integration as a full lexicon for
desired features would need to be developed and integrated with the system.
Forcing it to uses a small subset of words might make the language clumsy and
its important to remember that the thematic model was created with the theory
of structuring a narrative in mind where as the structure of individual pieces
of language is very different. However, for those systems that use templating or
selected pre authored text presentation, using thematics becomes more feasible
where narrative techniques such as emphasis (spatially or visually) can be used
to highlight relevant segments to help connote a theme.

The possibilities apparent from this investigation are summarised in the ta-
ble in figure 4. Decisions and selections made in generation may be influenced
thematically by making the objective of the decision thematic as well as for plot
objectives. Further thematic integration can be achieved through emphasis at
the presentation or plot levels and other presentation choices such as style may
have an influence that could be worked in favor of desired themes.

5 Future Work and Conclusion

In this paper we describe an investigation into the potential challenges of inte-
grating a thematic system with narrative generation. It is possible that a the-
matic approach may improve the quality of narrative generation by enriching
the resulting narratives which, could give adapted hypertexts tailored to the
user and of a high quality. However, the question of integration between nar-
rative systems and thematics is a complex one. At what point in the process
of generation should there be thematic influence and what style of approach or
compromise makes the prospect of a thematic narrative generation system most
feasible?

Narrative generation is a rich and varied field with a wide variety of ap-
proaches. This variety is maintained in modern work and testament to the fact
that no single perspective is a perfect solution to the problem, with this compro-
mise approaches are becoming more popular as systems aim to find a successful
middle ground. The complexity of the problem also means there are multiple
stages of a system that it being integrated could exert an influence and effect
the resulting narrative in different ways, all of which pose different constraints.

It seems that a combination of issues make integrating thematics with charac-
ter centric narrative generation difficult. As the quality of such systems is reliant
on rich and complex characters, they are often authored by hand which makes
influencing the stories fundamental elements in an automatic way difficult, at the
same time, abandoning thematic involvement at this level instigates constraints
on the available themes to be used at later levels. These constraints mean that
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Fig. 4. Summary of potential integrations of a thematic system with narrative gener-
ation

thematic involvement at the story level (the initial generation of elements) is
important to assure a wide variety of available themes. However, in order to
assure they are exposed correctly involvement at either the plot or presentation
level would be necessary as well. Similarities between parts of plot generation for
both approaches and existing implementations of the thematic model make plot
generation the easier option. The constraints surrounding thematic involvement
at the initial story level however do not necessarily rule it out as a possibility
for integration as compromise approaches may allow for thematic elements to be
introduced to a story using a director agent along side complex characters.

With an initial exploration of the issues complete, the future of this work is
experimentation with integrating thematics and narrative generation. There are
still also many remaining questions surrounding this process such as how the
thematic scoring would be balanced in an effective way so as to include themes
without spoiling a narrative and also how the effectiveness of a resulting system
could be evaluated.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach that uses the terms, operations and 
methods of versioning applied to the Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) field. We 
show a number of examples of such a use which helps to facilitate authoring, 
managing, storing, maintenance, logging and analysis of AHS behaviour, 
providing extensive flexibility and maintainability of the systems. 

Keywords: Adaptive Hypermedia, Versioning Systems, Revision Control, 
Authoring, User Model Updates, Context Changes. 

1   Introduction 

Versioning (also known as revision control, source control or code management) is 
the management of multiple revisions of the same unit of information. It is commonly 
used in engineering and software development to manage the development of digital 
documentation/code that are usually produced and maintained by a team of software 
developers. Changes to these pieces of information are usually identified by 
incrementing an associated version and binding it historically with the person, group 
or system making the change. On a large scale it is becoming the only way to keep 
track of all the changes, perform roll back operations if needed, merge modifications 
between different systems, individual users and groups and facilitate provenance 
analysis. 

It is becoming obvious that tracking all the changes and operations over evolving 
structures makes reasonable and feasible to apply versioning methodologies in 
adaptive hypermedia systems. In this paper we will consider basic principles and 
operations of revision control applications in Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS). 
We will not only start investigating the use of versioning for designing the structure 
and content of AHS applications but also take a look at the user model evolution in a 
versioning context. 

2   Background 

Engineering version control systems emerged from a formalized processes of 
tracking document versions. The main idea was to give a possibility to roll back to an 
early state of the document. Moreover, in software engineering, version control was 
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introduced to track and provide access and control over changes to source code. 
Nowadays it is widely used to keep track of documentation, source files, 
configuration settings, etc. 

As a system is designed, developed and deployed, it is quite common for multiple 
versions of the same system to be deployed with minor or major differences within 
different environments, furthermore system configuration/settings, state or/and 
context evolve which results in multiple co-existing system versions as well. 

If we look at the revision control system as a system used to deliver a certain 
version of source code, documents, tables, or any file type or folder to a particular 
user at a given time or on request it may resemble delivering adapted content to a user 
in an Adaptive Hypermedia System. Of course version control systems are 
straightforward and don’t take into account any user model or context changes, don’t 
have any semantic or proof layers or any conceptual knowledge representation, but on 
the other hand provide very flexible techniques to deliver selected content in a certain 
context to a designated user, and facilitate methods to save and track system changes 
in a very efficient way. 

At the same time AH systems store and process a lot of information, which is 
highly sensible to a context data and vice versa - context data itself, is highly dynamic 
and influences the adaptation process. Thus tracking AHS alterations and 
environment changes is a tightly connected task which requires storage and 
computational resources. 

3   Revision Control in AHS 

Hereafter we consider basic aspects of versioning in application to AHS, provide 
analysis of core terms and operations in parallel with AH. We take up major types of 
changes in a context of AH systems, models and process flow, thus coming up with a 
taxonomy of AH versioning techniques, types of changes and applications areas. As a 
result we come up with two examples typical for the AH field: one is an e-learning 
application providing an adaptive course and the other is a recommender system. We 
encapsulate these examples in a versioning context. 

3.1 Types of Changes and Versioning Flow 

In a layered structure of a generic AHS [7, 8] we presume that each layer is 
responsible for “answering” a single adaptation question [3], like Why?, What?, To 
What?, Where?, When and How?. Each layer may have its own data structure and 
thus also have its own way of dealing with evolutionary and versioning concepts of 
the system. This versioning structure in its turn can be devised and maintained using 
different technologies varying from a source control application to a historical Data 
Base. We don’t investigate in the paper which technology is best suited for each of 
these layers (or questions), however we will speculate on this question, suggesting 
solutions. At the same time we take up basic terms and concepts of versioning and 
look at them through the eyes of Adaptive Hypermedia. In figure 1 we sketch the core 
components of a layered AH architecture and provide annotations with use-cases. We 
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will first discuss versioning terms and operations in section 3.2 and then consider 
most of these use-cases in detail in section 3.3 through examples. 
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Fig. 1 Versioning process highlights 

 
In figure 2 we outline a versioning taxonomy distinguishing types of changes, 

applications of versioning methodologies and we anticipate the set of potentially 
suitable versioning technologies. There are two major types of changes: structural and 
value changes. Both may take place in every layer/sub-system of AHS. For instance, 
refining the Domain Model structure and changing the underlying content or updating 
User Model values versus adding new properties to the model. Throughout the 
adaptation process, from authoring to presentation generation we anticipate the 
following versioning application areas: 

Authoring – changes made by authors, to create, refine, update the structure and 
value parts of the adaptive application (usually these are the Domain Model and the 
Adaptation Model). 

UM operations/updates – these refer to the user behaviour in the adaptive 
environment, tracking changes of the user knowledge, goals, preferences, 
achievements throughout system usage. Our UM versioning approach corresponds to 
ideas discussed in [4] and can serve as a back-end solution for ubiquitous user 
modeling. 

Context changes – keeping track of context changes of the whole system as well as 
the context of a particular model, value or operation. 
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System deployment and analysis – changes done to an AHS to deploy the system in 
different environments, usually performed by the domain experts, whereas taking up 
the specifics of the domain to set up system logging, and analysis facilities. 

We are not discussing technological aspects in depth, but can speculate about 
versioning (and related) applications to be used, and can foresee a number of well-
known methodologies such as conventional source control systems and historical data 
bases for storing and querying for changes. OLAP technologies would suit to perform 
analysis. In addition a variety of custom-build systems (such as ontology versioning 
available in OntoView [2]) could also be considered. 

 

�
Fig. 2 AHS versioning taxonomy 

3.2 Concepts and Operations of Revision Control 

Here we would like to discuss the basic concepts of revision control and how they 
refer to the concept of evolution in AH systems. We will try to give a clear idea of 
how a particular concept or operation can be applied and will draw parallels with 
evolution and changes in AH through examples. 

3.2.1 Basic versioning terms 
Baseline – an approved version, usually the most stable, from which all the 

consequent versions are derived. In the AH field this is usually the core application, 
consequently used in different environment settings, within different user groups and 
thus being tuned up for those particular settings, which results in evolution and 
therefore new versions of the application. If we talk about UM – then the default 
version with which the user started can be considered as the baseline. In case of 
further analysis baseline is always the point of comparison of the application 
functionality and stability. 
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Branch – an instance is considered to be branched at a point in time, when from 
that time and on, two concurrent but independent versions of the same instance co-
exist. As we have mentioned above, any AHS may result in a new set of settings or 
being used by a completely different group of people, thus a tune-up of the system 
will be required to meet the new settings or requirements. In these terms every AH 
system or model emerges in a branch of the initial baseline, representing a new 
authored version of the application (model/sub-system). Hence these systems may co-
exist. 

Branch can be also used as a prior concept of the User Model update, presentation 
generation or any other functionality which preview or try-out is desirable to analyze 
system behaviour. Even though the branch itself may not be used in the forthcoming 
version or update, a preview of a presentation or a try-out version of the application or 
engine will help to identify, observe and analyze the “what-if” case, and with the 
successful outcome commit branched changes, label as a new baseline or a head 
revision or merge them. This can be applied in terms of UM as well, considering the 
case when committing user properties to the latest application state is not desirable, 
however would be advantageous to see what can happen with the user in the new 
application environment. Though this UM case deviates from the original concept of 
the branch in a source control, it still uses the same principle of a concurrent instance, 
and in our case it is mapped on a context of UM in AH. 

Head – the most recent commit, in other words the most latest version of the 
application/model existing on a single or multiple branches, with the latest 
functionality aspects prescribed to this branch(es). For UM the head revision is 
always the latest state of the model with all the corresponding values being updated to 
the latest state in the application. 

Commit – applying changes to a central repository (branched or baselined) from 
one or multiple working sources. Usually the authoring and set-up processes require a 
number of experts, correspondingly a number of working instances which should 
emerge in a baseline version which in turn will require to commit all the authors’ 
changes. In User Modeling we consider committing the changes to the user model 
values. At the same time not all the latest user changes should be committed to the 
user model in order to provide system stability (for example as it was done in AHA! 
system [5]). 

Conflict – conflict occurs when the system can’t reconcile changes made to the 
same instance of the structure. E.g. when the same concept properties are changed by 
two different authors, trying to commit them in the same course may result in a 
conflict which will require reconsideration of a concept structure and manual 
interference. Though conflict resolution may not guarantee such a property of the AH 
system as confluence, we can anticipate that versioned and annotated structures of the 
Domain or Adaptation model will be helpful in confluence analysis. 

Change (difference, delta) – represents a specific modification under the version 
control. Though the granularity of change may vary from system to system, change 
always represents the basic structure of versioning concept. Changes evolve from the 
baseline, are branched, become new baselines, are committed, then resolved and 
merged. Depending on AH system, different instances can be changed (concepts, 
relationships, properties, content, context, rules or even a complete model or sub-
system). 
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Moreover considering changes – is the best way to compare system functionality 
and settings, which is very important for analysis of inherited and evolved (branched 
– in terms of version systems) functionality of AHS. 

Merge – in conventional source control systems – merge usually refers to a 
reconciliation of multiple changes made to different copies of the same file. In AH 
merge can be considered as part of an authoring or set-up process, where all the 
development and changes from different authors or domain experts come together. In 
general we can perform the merge operation over concepts, relationships, properties, 
individual user properties and user groups, ontologies, rule sets, etc. As a result merge 
provides a clear picture how (from which sources) the concerned concept or a 
property has emerged, facilitating application playback and analysis of changes. In 
applications where merge regulates UM values this operation can be granted to the 
user as well. 

Resolve – is a user intervention in conflict resolution of 2 or more conflicting 
versions. We refer this to the authoring stage and let the experts decide on the 
outcome, or facilitate end-user resolution when dealing with UM. 

Tag, Label – refer to an important snapshot of the system or its part in time 
implementing a certain functionality which has to be marked/tagged to settle a new 
state of the application.. This may be a stable Domain Model structure or a new user 
group with common interests (for instance). 

At the same time an explicitly labeled structure of the model may be used in the 
context of OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). We will elaborate on this case 
below. 

As we conclude, all aforementioned concepts of versioning and source control as 
they are applied purely in software engineering and document control can be 
represented in terms of Adaptive Hypermedia Systems, facilitating system flexibility 
and extensibility 

3.2.2 Versioning operations 
Having considered the basic concepts of versioning in the context of AHS, we can 

come up with the following classes of operations which will reflect typological and 
structural types of changes. The following taxonomy of operations was proposed in 
[2] in application to ontology evolution, however here we’re trying to extend and 
elaborate it in terms of Adaptive Hypermedia. Hereafter we describe the properties of 
versioning operation. 

Transformation – is usually a set of actual changes taking place over the evolving 
structure. These may be: changing properties of concept, classes (in case of 
ontologies), adding or removing concept structures. 

Conceptual changes (may include concept and concept relationship changes) will 
refer to conceptual and abstract changes of the representation, structure and 
relationships within the AH system. This type of changes includes changes of types, 
relations, conceptual representation of a knowledge. It may also include relations 
between constructs of two versions of the model. Conceptual changes should be 
always supervised and carried out manually. 

Descriptive changes – usually deal with metadata describing the reason, 
intentions, author’s credentials, etc., regarding the new version of the model, 
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ontology, relation or a concept. Descriptive changes don’t contribute to the actual 
change, however may help to reason over different versions of the same instance. 

Context changes - will describe the environment in which the current update was 
made and in which it is going to be valid. At the same time all the environment 
settings for a particular change can be considered as a context change. E.g. changing a 
concept in the Domain Model we can consider the state of all the concept 
relationships as well as some other Domain specific information as a local context of 
this change. At the same the complete system environment is a context of embedding 
a new adaptive engine or re-organizing user groups. As we can see from these 
examples – context changes can be and usually are the most space and effort 
consuming, moreover domain experts usually analyze all the modifications in terms 
of contextual changes to capture the complete picture of a particular change. 

4   Use-Cases 

In order to demonstrate our conceptual view of versioning in AH, we present two 
examples that are typical for the AH field. 

4.1 E-Learning application use-case 
Let’s consider the following: the same discipline is taught in two different 

universities, where adaptive courses Course 1 and Course 2 on this subject are 
provided to the students (see fig. 3). After one year, a curriculum plan in the first 
university (University 1) changes and one of the teachers is asked to change (refine) 
the course navigation structure and some of the content which results in a new version 
of the course (Course 1 ver.2). At the same time one of the students moves from the 
second university (University 2) to the first one (University 1), having received the 
credits for a first part of the course (Course 2). The aforementioned teacher is creating 
a new version of the course, reusing the complete structure and introducing only 
designated changes (in navigation structure, updating adaptive engine with the 
associated changes in rules and changing content). Thus the initial version of the 
navigational structure is preserved to trace back, compare and analyze how the user 
behaviour changes (paths, clickstreams). At the same time the student’s User Model 
(which has been created in another university) (UM ver.1) emerges into a new version 
(UM ver.2), providing the student and his supervisor the possibility to compare basic 
concepts of Course 2, perform reconciliation and merge the corresponding UM values 
(of the results that the student has achieved taking the similar course in another 
university), and at the same time keep the history of his studies. On the other hand the 
automatic concordance is also possible if only the changes made in the course are 
corroborated with the additional descriptive information (is accompanied by the 
descriptive change (see section 3.2.2)) which contains extra explanations how to 
reason and update values (in this case UM values) due to the evolved course structure 
and/or content. 

The complete picture of courses updates and user (student) development becomes 
transparent and the course instructor may trace back all the changes done to the 
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course, re-use, update, merge any particular part without creating anything from the 
scratch. He can analyze differences in and between courses. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Versioning adaptive courses 

 

4.2 Recommender system use-case 
In our second use-case we would like to outline the advantages of applying 

revision control in recommender systems. Typically, comparing a UM state to some 
reference characteristics, and predicting the user’s choice, the system evolves from 
the initial user profile. Each recommendation step (viewing an item, ranking it and 
getting recommendations) corresponds to a change in the User Model, which in a 
conventional system is committed to the latest state not taking into account user 
interactions and updates. Considering a versioning structure, we can store the 
difference in UM between two commits, thus logging user behaviour, and annotating 
it with the action (ranking) done by the user at each step. Later such a pattern of 
successful behaviour can serve as a recommendation to the other users providing the 
provenance of each recommendation step (how was this recommended and when, in 
what context, what was the user model state at that point in time and what has 
influenced the recommendation). The same happens with the recommended items, 
which evolve, can be modified and in general can have their own history of ratings. 

If the user moves from one system to another, he will face a problem of the user 
profile alignment (like in the previous use-case sec. 4.1), where the history of ratings 
that he made may help to resolve conflicts. On the other hand labeling and tagging of 
user and system behaviour may become a basis for OLAP analysis. Building an 
OLAP cube where numeric facts (or measures), categorized by dimensions can have a 
set of labels or associated metadata (which is essentially corresponding to the labels 
used in the versioning system) will allow to organize everything in a form of 
multidimensional conceptual view and apply ‘slice and dice’ operation as the most 
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essential analysis tool in this respect, instead of simple system or user logging and 
then applying complicated and time-consuming extraction algorithms. This will 
facilitate quick extraction of rating information of a particular date or timeframe, or 
for example the set of users who rated a certain product a year ago. The same 
approach can be undertaken to version rated items in order to trace back the changes 
and associated ratings (as well as corresponding UM values) if the product or its 
description or properties change. In figure 4 we briefly summarize versioning aspects 
of the recommendation use-case. 

 

Fig. 4 Versioning in Recommender system 

To conclude this use-case we would like to outline the ideas and principles used in 
a context of Recommender System. A new modification of product in the stock can be 
designated by a new version, it inherits corresponding properties and ratings. 
Versioning makes possible for products (product concurrent versions) to co-exist. It 
also helps to store product updates and a context of these changes efficiently. Thus we 
can create concurrent instances of products and ratings within different applications, 
inherit ratings, properties and merge these changes. The User Model versioning 
allows to analyze user step-by-step behavior (incl. user trend, etc.), compare changes 
with other users in order to provide similar recommendation patterns in a case of 
successful outcome. 
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4.3 Use-cases conclusions: 
For the aforementioned use-cases we would like to conclude with a summary of 
approaches we suggested in the introduction and outline the advantages of versioning: 
Authoring – versioning helps to create, maintain and re-use concurrent versions of an 
application, model or a particular property and value (e.g. course and a corresponding 
content), saving authoring effort. 
Storing – versioning offers an efficient way to store changes, annotate them, label, 
present in a hierarchical structure. This saves space for a large scale system and keep 
track of the system history. 
Maintenance – structured changes and a set of basic concepts and operations (merge, 
resolve, commit, tag/label, head and branch) are sufficient to maintain and reconcile 
application conflicts, create concurrent versions or comprise functionality 
implemented in different systems in one application (merging changes from different 
branches). 
Logging – logging incremental changes (of the application, user model or a context) 
provides playback possibilities and serves as a ground of system analysis. Logging in 
terms of UM updates (or steps taken) will provide a basis for comparison of 
behaviour patterns and advance provided recommendations. 
Analysis – versioning facilitates analysis of the step-by-step system and user 
behaviour to identify trends; tagging and labeling can facilitate more complex 
analytical approaches (such as OLAP) providing the required structure and 
description of the data; hierarchical incremental logging results in a clear and 
transparent structure of system changes and an overall evolution picture. 

5   Conclusions and Further Work 

In this article we tried to map a conventional versioning approach onto the field of 
Adaptive Hypermedia, providing clear parallels in terms of versioning concepts and 
operations. We tried to make first steps in this direction in order to show advantages 
of this approach and outline the perspective of applying these techniques and 
methodologies in order to facilitate the transparency  of AHS evolution through 
versioning. 

Considering further work directions we can think of describing layers of a generic 
adaptation framework in a versioning context (or essentially looking at the basics of 
adaptation through versioning), investigate technologies (e.g. source control, 
historical data bases, etc.) that meet the requirements of the framework and come up 
with the detailed structure and operations to devise these versioning facilities. 
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